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CUTLEREASE ® 
DISPENSING 
SYSTEM
Cutlerease® dispensing 
system promotes improved 
hygiene and reduces the 
spread of germs by releasing 
one piece of cutlery at a time.

No buttons to push, no tray 
to sort through, no plugs, 
no batteries, and no-touch 
loading. 

BPI Certified Compostable Cutlery
 Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI) is a third-party organization that provides 
certification for materials and products that break down in a commercial composting 
environment. “BPI Certified” means a product has gone through a rigorous testing process for 
compostability.  

NSF
NSF protects and improves global human health. Manufacturers, regulators and consumers 
look to them to facilitate the development of public health standards and provide 
certifications that help protect food, water, consumer products and the environment. 
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CUTLEREASE®  DISPENSING SYSTEM

Countertop cutlery dispensing system for:

Improved Hygiene

Space Savings

Efficient Dispensing

Convenience

Zero Waste Programs

NSF Certified

Dispenses BPI-Certified Compostable Cutlery

Holds up to 360 pieces

No plugs or batteries

Takes up less than one square foot of counter space

Customizable
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Cartridges slide 
in and out easily 
for loading.

Red tab on the face 
indicates when 
cutlery is low and 
it’s time to reload.

Priming trigger 
loads cutlery for 
dispensing with 
one touch.

Watch  
Features & Benefits

qrco.de/be7jS9

https://youtu.be/uRq71CeK-os
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CUTLEREASE®  DISPENSING SYSTEM

CUTLEREASE® DISPENSABLE CUTLERY

EP-CE6FKWHT 6in Fork 960/cs

EP-CE6KNWHT 6in Knife 960/cs

EP-CE6SPWHT 6in Spoon 960/cs

Cutlerease® Renewable & Compostable Cutlery

Single, double, or triple bases offer flexibility - mix and match towers 
depending on the cutlery pieces you need. Only need forks? Use three 
of the same towers for high volume areas.

Cutlerease® Dispensing System

BASES

EPCEBASE-SINGLE 1-Slot Base Unit, Gray 1/cs

EPCEBASE-DOUBLE 2-Slot Base Unit, Gray 1/cs

EPCEBASE 3-Slot Base Unit, Gray 1/cs

DISPENSING TOWER

EPCEFK Dispensing Tower for Forks 1/cs

EPCEKN Dispensing Tower for Knives 1/cs

EPCESP Dispensing Tower for Spoons 1/cs

* Compostable in commercial facilities only, which may not exist in your area. ** NSF certification applies to dispensers produced after March 15, 2021

Made from renewable resources 

Made with PLA, a plant-based plastic 

Compliant with ASTM D6400 standards for 
commercial compostability

BPI-certified compostable*

No-touch loading and dispensing

Compatible with Zero Waste systems



EP-CE6FKWHT 
EP-CE6KNWHT 
EP-CE6SPWHT

Watch  
Loading Demo

https://qrco.de/be5Apq

https://assets2.brandfolder.io/bf-boulder-prod/5xxv963j7qw4vtx5gs82tw9/v/1112090368/original/Cutlerease_SetupInstructions.pdf
https://youtu.be/pnvho5icF4M
https://www.ecoproducts.com/custom_print
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CUTLEREASE CUSTOMIZATION

Operators can now showcase their brand directly on Cutlerease 
dispensers. Each side of the towers, as well as the front-facing strips, 
can be customized with logos, branding, promotions, event calendars, 
and more.

One adhesive sheet covers one tower. It includes a right side label, 
a left side label, and the availability to print a front-facing strip label 
(most customers do not opt for the front strip, preferring to keep the standard 

Cutlerease fork/knife/spoon art).

Contact your sales rep to start your customization project!

MOQ COLORS PRICE LEAD TIME
30 sheets 30 towers (10 3-tower dispensers) Unlimited $1,697 30 days

60 sheets 60 towers (20 3-tower dispensers) Unlimited $1,714 30 days

90 sheets 90 towers (30 3-tower dispensers) Unlimited $1,731 30 days

120 sheets 120 towers (40 3-tower dispensers) Unlimited $1,749 30 days

Custom Printed Adhesives
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